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Our Troublesome Marriage with Power:

• The historical paradigm of power is that those in authority enjoyed a privileged position in the society, with
benefits to accompany. Power and authority has, for the most part, meant personal attainment to lucrative posts.
Good governance was not on the agenda (except marginally, in the case of the rare ‘enlightened autocrat’).

• Hence, authority and power have traditionally been equivalent to being ‘master’ of others.

• Our agelong troublesome marriage and experience with power has, thus, induced us to believe that “power
corrupts man”, and we have come to regard power as a ‘necessary evil’. Power certainly has the potential to
tempt us, and it sure can corrupt us; however, does it necessarily always have to do so?

• A more apt definition could, perhaps, be that “Pursuit of power corrupts both man and the society” — it is the
“pursuit”, not necessarily the “power”, that has the most corruptive effect.



Democracy Revisited and Appraised:

• The age of enlightenment brought in its wake attempts to break away from this tradition and to contemplate
arrangements that could harness power and authority as ‘servants’ of public good or of ‘the people’.

• Democracy, in its modern incarnation, is really the outcome of these attempts. Democracy is, therefore, the first
arrangement in harnessing “power as servant of the people”. Hence, it must be the most primitive arrangement in
this direction, and by no means be best possible! This primitiveness can be seen in many features of democracy;
and these features mitigate that ultimate goal of ‘power serving the people’.

• Specifically, there are arbitrary and entirely unjustified limitations to the pursuit of ‘best solutions’ in two particular
areas: (1) efforts to elect best possible people for the job, and (2) efforts to make best possible decisions for any issue
(of course, this does not mean that ‘best solutions’ could ever be fully realized, but the current crippling features of
democracy prevent even the pursuit of that ideal).

• Both electoral and decision-making processes are hampered by arbitrary limitations of choices — i.e. the freedom
of choice of both the voters in elections and the negotiators in political institutions are narrowed down by arbitrary
unnecessary limitations.

• Two additional democratic principles — ‘amendments’ to democracy, if you like — are crucial for fair, prosperous
and sustainable governance: (A) unhampered and discrete electoral procedures, and (B) open-ended and participa-
tory consultation and decision-making.

• The only obstacles in the way of removing these arbitrary limitations are historical and habitual, not dictated by any
intrinsic necessity. Ingrained political, social and attitudinal habits prevent aspirations to overcome these limitations.
Let us tackle some possible approaches for overcoming them and aspiring for something better.



First ‘Amendment’ to Democracy:

• First ‘amendment’ to democratic principles (A): unhampered and discrete electoral procedures involve (1) abandon-
ing all forms predefined limitations on who can become elected, including all forms of candidacy; (2) renouncing all
manner of electoral propaganda, including campaigning and election ‘running’.

• Thus, ideally, the electoral process should not involve any form of candidacy or campaigning. But, even if freed from
these limitations, the kind of electoral process suggested here would only be possible if a shared and collective under-
standing about the necessary qualities of ‘good leadership’ would emerge among the general populace, ‘the people’.

• Such necessary qualities for ‘good leadership’ could include:
» (1) unquestioned loyalty and commitment to the general good,
» (2) selfless devotion and tireless dedication to the work at hand,
» (3) a well-trained mind and acute intellect for clear thinking and vision,
» (4) recognized ability and obvious capacity for implementing needed tasks,
» (5) mature experience and tested wisdom for sufficient practical background.



Second ‘Amendment’ to Democracy:

• Second ‘amendment’ to democratic principles (B): open-ended and participatory consultation and decision-making involve
(1) keeping the main focus on the advantage of the whole, not on the needs of various interest groups with various preset de-
mands; (2) personal and collective commitment to whatever is the result of consultation, resulting in concerted social action.

• Thus, ideally, the decision-making process should not involve ‘ownership’ of ideas and should assume collective commitment
to decisions. This principle of cooperative consultation can be viewed as a truly legitimate and just source for social authority,
and it requires certain principles for its modus operandi.

• Such consultative principles for ‘legitimate and just source for social authority’ could include:
» (1) setting as the only goal of consultation arriving at ‘best possible solutions/decisions’ in pursuit of justice and truth, with-

out any preconceived demands;.
» (2) representing neither voters nor vested interests or groups, only public good and ones own sincere conscience;
» (3) before considering solutions, establishing the facts of the matter and identifying the ethical and moral principles relevant

to the issue;
» (4) maintaining simultaneously frank and cordial attitudes and tone in the discussion, combining openness and honesty with

courtesy and kindness;
» (5) striving for detachment from ones own ideas and opinions and considering them as the ‘property of the consultation’ once

they have been voiced and explained;
» (6) after mature and full deliberation, everyone submitting to the authority of the decision, supporting it publicly and privately

without being a ‘voice of opposition’.



Corollary Developments in Civic Behaviour:

• For the aforementioned principles and arrangements to have any longstanding effect on the affairs of society, a corollary
process of promoting proactive citizenship also needs to take place: members of the society need to learn to adopt their
identity as advancers of cooperation and solidarity, as community builders.

• This requires citizens to perceive their own role in the society as something more than just receivers of social and com-
munity benefits — a sense of ownership and community empowerment that is best advanced and enhanced at the grass-
roots level in not-too-large communities, such as rural villages as well as urban neighbourhoods.



Epilogue:

• Our political systems and civic behaviours are a long way from approaching the ideas/ideals set out above. However,
as our current approaches to governance prove themselves increasingly and lamentably defective, progressive indivi-
duals, organizations and institutions on all levels — local, national, regional, and international — are gradually gravitat-
ing towards alternative modes of thought and action.

• The motion is, as yet, small and slow, but it is on the rise — and it seems that there is no going back to our customary
systems of governance: we either evolve into a better and more enlightened global society, or we stop evolving at all,
degenerating to something altogether more bestial.

• The touchstone for this development seems to be our ability to wield power as the servant of justice, and the key to this
seems to be our ability to draw on consultation as a source of that power, as an indispensable instrument for ordering
human affairs and attaining collective enlightenment.

• Over a century ago, Bahá’u’lláh of Persia wrote :

“Consultation bestoweth greater awareness and transmuteth conjecture into certitude.

It is a shining light which, in a dark world, leadeth the way and guideth.

For everything there is and will continue to be a station of  perfection and maturity.

The maturity of  the gift of  understanding is made manifest through consultation.”

• Bahá’u’lláh (circa 1880) •


